Leveraging the use of an accurate Skype classification engine that we recently designed, 24 we now report the results of our experimental study of Skype signaling based on extensive 25 passive measurements collected from our campus LAN. We avoid the need to reverse-engi-26 neer the Skype protocol, and we instead adopt a black-box approach. We focus on signaling 27 traffic in order to infer certain interesting properties regarding overlay maintenance and, 28 possibly, the overlay structure as well. 29 Our results show that, even though the signaling bandwidth used by normal peers is 30 exiguous, it may nonetheless account for a significant portion of the total traffic generated 31 by a single Skype client. Skype performs peer discovery and refresh by using a large num-32 ber of single packet probes. This may be as effective for the purpose of overlay maintenance 33 as it is costly, at least from the viewpoint of layer-4 network devices. At the same time, sin-34 gle-packet probes account for only a minor fraction of all signaling traffic: therefore, we 35 wish to explore more deeply the traffic that is exchanged among the more stable peers, 36 in an attempt to learn how the peer selection mechanism actually operates. 170 million users, and it accounts for more than 4.4% of to-51 tal VoIP traffic [2] . As the most popular and successful VoIP 52 application, Skype has attracted the attention of the re-53 search community and of multiple telecom operators as 54 well. 55 One of the most interesting features of Skype is that it 56 relies on a P2P infrastructure to exchange signaling infor-57 mation in a distributed fashion, with a twofold benefit of 58 making the system both highly scalable and robust. The Despite the attention of the research community and 104 telecom operators, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , all previous papers but [3] However, the latter showed higher burstiness. This is shown by the long tails in Fig. 3 were sent from p, negative IDs for packets sent to p. In particular, a peer is considered dead if no packet is sent The resulting geolocation is shown in Fig. 7 , which de- ence criterion depends on the user relationships.
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We also investigated the degree of ''clustering" of the We can then define the normalized peer correlation C(j) as 
537
The normalized correlation function is shown in Fig. 10 538 for the same two peers p 1 and p 2 2 whose activity pattern is 539 plotted in Fig. 4 Non-Probe Probe Fig. 9 . Peer popularity of external (left) and internal (right) peers.
2 Results for other peers are very similar and are not reported here. The volume of traffic that we observed during these 592 periods is reported in Fig. 11 , which includes the number 
